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NňaQêDah Education in Malaysian Schools: A Re-examination of Text Books Approach

Majdan Alias
International Islamic University Malaysia

Abstract: Putting into account the importance of clear understanding of and firm holding to the Islamic concepts of belief in a Muslim personality, and given the present scenario of the Malaysian muslims society; a multi-cultural and multi-religious society, with contemporary challenges of thought facing the muslims; the researcher tries to re-examine the approaches adopted in the teachings of NňaQêDah in Malaysian schools by giving concentration on the text books used. Focus will be given to the suitability of the present approaches in responding to the said scenario. Finally, the researcher will propose an alternative approach in the teaching and learning of NňaQêDah in light of the present Malaysian scenario.

INTRODUCTION

One of the unique features of the Malaysian society is that the society is colored with many races and ethnicities. In general the residents of peninsular Malaysia consist of three major ethnic groups. They are the Malays, Chinese and Indians. Originally, the Malays are Muslims, the Chinese are Buddhists and the Indians are Hindus. The Sabah and Sarawak community are more complex. They consist of many different ethnicities and every ethnic are embrace different sets of beliefs. Christianity is popular among some of the Indians, Chinese and some ethnic groups in Sabah and Sarawak. Islam is the official religion in Malaysia, and other religions are allowed to be practiced. Beside the diversity of religious practices, every religion has many streams of thought. Some of these thoughts are acceptable to the mainstream thought of the particular religion, and some of the streams of are not acceptable and thus, are considered as deviated from the teaching of the respected religion. Under Islam alone, one may find various groups with different beliefs. Some of these groups have big number of followers, approaching a few thousands, but some might just have a few hundreds or even less.

At present, in addition to the varsity of religions and religious thoughts, Malaysia is also exposed to the general influence of materialism grounded in idea that all that matters is material welfare, as opposed to spiritual, an important aspect tackled by religions. Furthermore, the threat of religious liberalism that tries to free man from religious commitment has also formed a new challenge for the contemporary Malaysian society.

AN OVERALL VIEW OF THE APPROACH IN THE STUDY OF NŇAQÊDAH IN FORM 4 AND 5 TEXTBOOKS

Generally, among issues dealt with in the forms 4 and 5 textbooks are:

1. Prophethood, its importance and wisdom.
2. Levels of faith (ĚmÊn).
3. Beliefs or acts that may abandon ones faith.
4. Introduction to the belief of the mainstream, Ahl al-Sunnah.
5. Issues in early Islamic thought and the positions of Ahl al-Sunnah: the uncreatedness of the Qur’an, the bliss vision, grave sinners and the issue of predestination and freewill.
6. Introduction to other streams of thought such as the Kharajites and Shi‘ites.
7. Deviated teachings and their general characteristics.
8. Examples of deviated teachings: Kadyanism, Bahaism and Taslimism.

In general, one can see from the issues included, the curriculum introduces students to two aspects: the true Islamic beliefs (the beliefs of Ahl al-Sunnah), and the untrue beliefs (other streams of thought and the deviated teachings). In both aspects the approach adopted is presentation of the teachings. There is no argumentation provided.

EARLY MUSLIM APPROACHES

The field of ḤNāqīḏah is more popular in the works of early muslim scholars by the name ḤIāl al-Dīn and Ḥilm al-Kalām. Glancing through these works, one will find that scholars usually define ḤIāl al-Dīn and Ḥilm al-Kalām as “knowledge that aims to explain the Islamic beliefs propounded by the Qur’an and Sunnah and to defend the Islamic beliefs against the critiques of enemies using logical arguments”. By definition, this field is seen as having two major tasks: disclosing and defending.

1. The first task, disclosing the Islamic beliefs mentioned in the Qur’ān and Sunnah, concerns with justifying the truthfulness of these beliefs using logical arguments. In most works the argumentations are dialectical, and sometimes they are demonstrative.
2. The second task is to refute against critiques that were said on the Islamic beliefs, and to show the absurd of other beliefs whether they are other religions existing during that time, or the teachings of sects and groups deviated from the true Islamic beliefs. There is a wide range of Issues tackled. These issues can be categorized under four fundamentals (al-ḪIāl):

THE DIVINITY (AL-ḪIĒHIYAH)

It provides logical proofs for the existence of God, and the unity of His divine essence. Logical proofs demonstrated ranged from simple arguments which can be understood by all, to the most complex logical proofs which are aimed for people who are not convinced with only simple logic such as the philosophers. Early Muslim scholars also dealt with the issue of the divine attributes of God, and the whole discussions are meant to proof the absolute unity of God, and to
show the absoluteness of the divine being. They refuted against the beliefs of the deviated sects that denied the divine attributes such as the philosophers, and who allowed anthropomorphism such as the Hashawîyah, and the belief of the Qadariyyah who denied the divine predestination. They also criticized the beliefs of other religions particularly Judaism and Christianity.

1. **The Prophecy (al-Nubûwah)** - The concern in this respect is usually to proof the prophecy of Prophet Muhammad p.b.u.h. using logical argumentation. Historical evidence concerning the incidents of the presence of Jibrîl p.u.h, the miracles happened to the prophet p.b.u.h., his personality, and evidence in the previous revealed books are among the issues tackled. In all these issues, logical argumentations plays significant role. Directly related to the belief of prophecies is the belief in the revealed books. Scholars normally explain the necessity of believing in the revealed books, and the belief in the special place occupied by the Qur'ân among all the revealed books. They also criticized the conducts of the ahl al-Kitâb towards the previous revealed books, i.e. the Taurât, the Zabûr and the Injîîl.

2. **The Resurrection (al-Būnîth) or the Unseen (al-Ghâyba-yînîth)** - The major concern of this fundamental is proving the possibility of bodily resurrection, the future events that will take place in the Last Day: the meeting in mahshîr, the bridge (Ibrîyîn), the exhibition of deeds (al-Nârîn), and the blissful vision (al-ru'îyâh al-saNâdîdah).

3. **Leadership (al-Imâmîh)** - Even though this issue is not one of the fundamentals of Islam, sunni scholars normally tackled this issue in their works to refute against the belief of some of the shî'înâits who considered leadership to be a fundamental issue, not a branch issue as taken by the Ahl al-Sunnâh.

**SUGGESTION FOR PRESENT APPROACH**

The present setting of the Malaysian society calls us to look into the real needs of our society. The Muslims need to be exposed to more dynamic aspects of Islam, which are capable of offering positive changes to the society. The following are the suggestions for a better approach in the teaching of Nâqîdah.

**Addressing Issues that are Threats for Islamic Nãqaqêdah in the Contemporary Malaysian Context**

In this regard, students should be addressed true and relevant information about these threats, and to be equipped with the ability to counter against the threats. Indeed, this method is the method used in the early Muslim traditions. Even though Imâmîh is not fundamental to Islamic belief, early scholars included this issue in their discussion as it is the problem contemporary during their time. Among the important elements confronting the Muslims are many forms of
deviated teachings, the influences from religions other than Islam, Liberalism and Materialism.

As stated earlier, in the forms 4 and 5 Malaysian schools textbooks of Islamic Education, deviated teachings are given some attention. The Kadyanis, the Bahais and the Taslims are three groups that are included. While Kadianism and Bahaism are two examples of existing deviated teachings, and both are not only locally popular but also internationally, Taslim does not represent a real existing and popular deviated teaching in Malaysia. The issue here is that when tackling the deviated teachings, more attention should be given to exposing the students to the real scenario happening on the ground. More lively examples should be used, and here probably because the text used is not contemporary, i.e. published in 2002-2004, it is suggested that the government takes necessary steps to revise the curriculum of Islamic ÑNaqÈdah in Malaysian schools more frequently, as the challenges of faith definitely are the most crucial challenges to be addressed and confronted.

Another important point is that students need to be exposed in a more detailed manner to varsity of deviated teachings existing in the contemporary Malaysian society. Furthermore, clear and dependable statements need to be given regarding the limits that need to be restrained so as a person remains in the domain of Islam and does not go astray from it. These statements will be clearer and can be well internalized if adequate examples can be given to students of the deviated teachings that went beyond the limit of the statements.

Being a country of multi-religious society, Malaysian Muslims could not avoid being challenged by the teachings of religions other than Islam. It is true that efforts have been taken by the government, whether through the constitutional provision or da’wah works to ensure that Muslims faith can be secured, but some unofficial reports on the issue of “murtad” showed that these efforts are apparently insufficient.

The current trend of Materialism; a philosophy holding to the belief that the only thing that exists is matter, and all phenomena are the result of material interactions; is also a serious challenge to Islamic faith. Believing that matter is the only substance, makes religion lost its necessity. The danger of this philosophy should be addressed to students, and clear explanation on how it is opposed to Islam needs to be provided.

Liberalism is a trend of thought that stresses on the importance of individual freedom. The final end of this thought is always toleration of different beliefs and of different ideas as to what constitutes a “good life”. The current call of religious liberalism seems to be a serious threat for Islam. Students need to be given clear information as to the danger of this trend.
More Weight to be Given to the Practical Side of Learning ṢNaqêđah

As seen in the present approach of ṢNaqêđah education, the whole thing that is discussed is based only on the text provided for both students and teacher. No effort is given to the practical aspect of what has been written. By sticking to such an approach, there is a possibility that students do not really understand the essence of the deviated teachings as they do not have any exposure to it. It is suggested that for the ṢNaqêđah component of Islamic Education, instructors go with students into the real situation in the society so as to enable the students to experience the real situation.

Clear Perspective of the Nature of the God and Man

The main concern of Islamic ṢNaqêđah is to give clear perspective of how God relates himself to His creation. To do so it is important to be clear of the nature of God and the nature of man according to Islam. As for God, students need to be addressed of the unity of God in His essence, attributes and actions, and His transcendence over His creation.

As for the nature of man, aspects of man that play important roles in driving man to either “good” or “bad” need to be addressed. Man in his material sense, as the Qur'ān explains, is of clay, a mixture of soil and water. God says: “I am about to create man from clay”. Man has the potential of preferring his own species or group over the other, and the potential of being self-centered. Desire or lust, i.e desire for food, desire to monopoly, and sexual desire are the consequences of being of this nature. From the spiritual aspect, the Qur'ān states that man, in his original creation, is in the state of “good”.

“When your Lord drew forth from the children of Adam from their loins – their descendants, and made them testify concerning themselves, (saying); “am I not your Lord (who cherishes and sustains you)?” They said: “Indeed we do testify”.

To conclude, man in the Qur'ān is in the midst of two natural contrasting power endowed in him. Man knows and wants the “good”, but his earthly nature always pulls him towards “evil”.

‘Balance’ in Presenting the Islamic Concept of God-Man Relation: Mercy and Justice

The current approach gives explanations on the importance of good deeds as a requirement to success and gaining divine blessings. This trend of looking at and explaining Islam has been the trend of most people, whether they are Muslims and not. As early as the formation of the earliest Kharijism, muslims were generally concerned with the legitimacy of the last six years of Ūthmān’s ruling, the legal status of his murder, the legitimacy of the battle of Camel, and the legal status of Ali’s position of letting the caliphate to be taken over by Mu‘āwiyyah
and his family. The central theme of the disputes was the issue of “justice”. In other words, the theme was the idea of punishment for evil and reward for goodness. God here is presented as “Justice”. The issue is: Where is God’s Mercy?

In a society like Malaysia where Muslims are exposed to other beliefs, giving a balanced presentation of Islam is important. Islam should not only be portrayed as a religion of “justice”. By emphasizing only on the idea of “Justice”, one may think that Islam is a religion wanting people to do good as that will ensure Paradise, and to avoid evil, as evil will put one into Hellfire. Islam is always described as the religion of Ḥalīlī and Ḥarīm. The aspect of God’s Mercy should also be given the same weight as given to “Justice”. The reason is simple; there are many cases where people are more attracted to Christianity having in their minds that it is a religion of “Love”, “Grace” and “Mercy”, and thinking that Islam concerns only with “punishments” for the evil doers.

Glancing through the Qur’an, one may easily recognize that one of the central themes of the religion called Islam is “mercy” (Rahīmah). Every day, a Muslim testifies in his five daily prayers at least seventeen times that God is “the Merciful, the Compassionate,”, (al-Rahīm al-Raḥīm). The creation of man, the sending of the prophets, the revelation of the Qur’ān and the settings of the entire universe, all are the manifestation of His attribute of al-Raḥīm. Introducing the aspect of God’s divine mercy as one of the overwhelming concept in Islam should be seriously included in the present curriculum.
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